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The purpose of the Identity, Attitude, and Marketing 
Chapter is to provide guidance and direct action items for 
Newton to create and build a new brand in the post-Maytag 
environment. 

Before further discussion of Newton’s Identity, let’s 
remember Newton’s Vision, described earlier in this plan.  

 

Through all of public input- surveys, community meetings, 
and student ideas, the notion of “what Newton is” can be 
described as a lively mosaic of many distinct elements.  By 
being ‘a little bit of everything’, there was no one thing that 
was unique and distinct enough to rally around.  No longer 
is Newton the “Washing Machine Capital” or “Home of 
Maytag.”  But, Newton has learned lessons from the past.  
No longer does the community wish to “put all of the eggs 
in one basket.” 

However, in order to set a common direction and develop 
an identifiable “brand” for the community, a single, unified 
identity is essential.  That is where Newton’s vision of 

I've lived all over the US, from Cleveland to California, but 
I've lived in Newton longer than I've ever lived anywhere - 
I believe Newton, Iowa, is the best kept secret in the 
Midwest, but I sort of hope we keep it that way. 
 

~Newton Citizen, via the Community Attitude Survey 
responsive to change.” 
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Identity & Marketing 

Newton Shines Bright: 
 

Newton is a progressive, family-
friendly community, a shining 

star of Central Iowa, and a place 
to call home. 

This chapter will provide 
focus on: 

 Review of the Vision 

 Discussion on creating 
a unified identity and 
a “Sense of Place” 
 

 Discussion of 
Gateways and Key 
Intersections 
 

 Create Gateways into 
the city  
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“shining bright” comes in.  Newton’s vision, which is both reflective and aspirational, is that we 
are the shining star of Central Iowa and a progressive, family friendly community.  The 
initiatives and things to do that are described in this chapter were drawn from ideas and 
suggestions Newton citizens made through the public input opportunities and the Community 
Wide Survey. 

In addition to building a positive image of Newton and utilizing an identifiable “brand”, there are 
also ways in which the community can work together to make Newton a distinctive location 
both as an Interstate 80 community and as a Des Moines Metro area city.  Cities with a 
distinctive “sense of place” have strong tourism economies and growing populations.  Because 
Newton is an easy commute to Des Moines,  

The Newton Character and Identity Map is a concept map that graphically represents Newton’s 
character elements for the future.  There has been special attention made to making Newton a 
distinctive City along Interstate 80 that invites visitors to stop in.  This map depicts Gateways 
and Corridors. 
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Figure 3-1:  Newton Character Map 
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Character Elements 
Gateways:  Four community entrance points have been recommended for Gateway features.  
Gateway features can range from signage and small monuments to grand statues and water 
features.  Lighting can also play a key role in welcoming people to our community.   The 
grander Gateways should be reserved for the main entrances into the community and key 
intersections:  
 

 Exit 164: North and South of the Interstate: Main entrance into Newton 
 

 Exit 168: North and South of the Interstate: Main entrance into Newton 
 

 Highway 14 & 1st Avenue W Intersection: Main entrance into Newton 
 

 Iowa Speedway Drive & 1st Avenue East Intersection: Main entrance into Newton 
 

 1st Avenue W & W 4th Street:  Western Entrance to Downtown 
 

 1st Avenue E & E 4th Street:  Eastern Entrance to Downtown and key point on the way to 
the high-school 
 

 Highway 14 North & N 4th Avenue W:  Key point leading to Northwest neighborhoods 
and DMACC to the east as well as the Newton Public Works Facility to the west. 
 

 Highway 14 North & N 23rd Avenue W: Key point leading visitors to the Maytag Dairy 
Farm and Industrial Area 

 
Key Intersections:  Key intersections are defined as intersections that serve as a gateway 
to a significant community feature or neighborhood.  The Character Map does not identify these 
key intersections as it is important that neighborhoods weigh-in and identify their neighborhood 
entrances.  In addition, Newton should first focus on creating appealing and attractive 
Gateways before tackling key intersections. 
 
When selecting key intersections, the City or neighborhood/community groups should consider 
the following criteria:  heavily traveled (by vehicles, bikes or pedestrians, the intersection’s 
prominence as a key point on a route to a community feature or facility (such as Maytag Park or 
the High School), the intersection’s function as an entrance point to a neighborhood or other 
defined district.   
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Though not depicted on the Character Map, some examples of key intersections are listed 
below. These could be a starting point for the community, once Newton has addressed the 
Gateways.  Key intersections that could include some special attention in landscape and 
hardscape, though in a smaller way than the gateways, include: 

 
 Iowa Speedway Drive & Rusty Wallace Drive:  Key intersection in Prairie Fire 

Development District 
 

 E 4th Street S & S 8th Avenue E:  Entrance into the high-school 
 

 W 3rd Street S & S 8th Avenue W:  Key intersection leading to Maytag Park 
 

 E 31st Street N/NE Beltline Road & N 4th Avenue E:  Key 
intersection leading to the Northeast neighborhoods and 
Newton Arboretum 

 

Way-finding Signage:  Being able to get around the 
community easily is one way that Newton can be a warm, friendly, 
and welcoming place for visitors.  In addition, way-finding signage 
can provide some unity among the community. 
 
 
Identity and Marketing Initiatives: 
 
Community Marketing Initiative:   
 

Achieve consistency in visual design and the projected imagery of Newton so that both 
residents and visitors can have an understanding about the community. 

 
Things to Do: 

 
Work with a graphic designer or marketing specialist who can create a 
Community Logo that symbolically captures the essence of Newton.   
The Community Logo should be simple, powerful, and appealing.   
 
It should be embraced and used by the City, Community Organizations, 
non-profit groups, and other entities in Newton.   
 
The Community Logo would be separate and distinct from the City of 
Newton logo, used by the local government.  However, City of Newton 
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should update its logo to coordinate and compliment the Community 
Logo. 

 
Build the “Newton Brand” through coordinated public and private 
marketing efforts.  Any entity which promotes Newton, directly or 
indirectly, through their advertising should utilize similar visual cues that 
will further reinforce the “Newton Brand”. 
 
 

A Unique and Distinctive Community Initiative:   
 

Be more than “just another town along Interstate 80” by establishing a strong, positive 
image to invite interstate travelers into the community and building on public art and 
historic preservation efforts. 

 
Things to Do: 

 
Establish the Newton Downtown as a Historic District on the National 
Register of Historic Places.  Utilize the designation in promotional 
material.  The designation can also encourage new investment in the 
older downtown properties through available tax credits and grant funds. 
 
Support Public Art and encourage the placement of new pieces 
throughout the community.  In addition, do not allow existing public art 
pieces to fall into disrepair. 
 
Increase the public art at the Interstate Intersections. 
 
Establish a Sculpture Park in Newton.  A possible location would be near 
the DMACC campus. 
 
Create significant gateways at the two Newton Interstate Exits that 
encourage travelers to come into Newton.  These gateways should be 
noticeable as cars approach either exit. 
 
Create an inviting unique entrance to the community at both the east and 
west ends of 1st Avenue through new streetscape projects at the 
intersections.   
 
Identify and enhance key intersections throughout the community with 
special landscaping or a unique, entry feature. 
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Establish a way-finding signage program that makes Newton easier to 
navigate for visitors and draw them further into the community. 
 
Grow Historic Preservation by nominating and placing more of the 
communities treasured, historic buildings and neighborhoods on the 
National Register of Historic Places.  Creating self-guided historic walking 
tours and establish a program which encourages owners of historic 
buildings to place bronze plaques on their properties. 
 
Build on the excellent performing arts opportunities in Newton, such as 
the Bowl full of Blues.  Expand marketing of existing events and add new 
performing arts events. 
 
Continue promote the Iowa Speedway and expand the tourism 
opportunities around it.  Newton is unique from other Iowa communities 
because it is home to this facility.  The Iowa Speedway brings national 
recognition and large crowds to the community, which provides the 
unique opportunity to show the community off. 

 
 
 
  

 


